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Radiative decays in charmonium beyond the p/m approximation
R. Bruschini∗ and P. González†
Departamento de Física Teórica, IFIC, Universidad de Valencia-CSIC, E-46100 Burjassot (Valencia), Spain
We analyze the theoretical description of radiative decays in charmonium. We use an elementary
emission decay model to build the most general electromagnetic transition operator. We show that
accurate results for the widths can be obtained from a simple quark potential model reasonably
fitting the spectroscopy if the complete form of the operator is used instead of its standard p/m
approximation and the experimental masses are properly implemented in the calculation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic decays in heavy quarkonium (bot-
tomonium or charmonium) may play a key role in the
understanding of its structure. The current impossibil-
ity to directly solve QCD, the theory of strong interac-
tions, for the description of hadrons, forces us to rely,
for the knowledge of such structure, on models and/or
effective theories, incorporating at the greater extent the
properties of QCD (see for instance [1, 2] and references
therein). Among these approximations the most success-
ful one regarding the number of described heavy quarko-
nium states below the open flavor meson-meson thresh-
olds is undoubtedly the constituent quark model, see [1]
and references therein, where heavy quarkonium is de-
scribed as a quark-antiquark bound system. Then, as
the electromagnetic transition operator is known (with no
free parameter) the comparison of the measured widths
with their calculated values from different spectroscopic
quark models may be an ideal test to discriminate be-
tween these models and to advance in the understanding
of the heavy quarkonium structure.
In a recent paper [3], we have shown that this discrimi-
nation may be rather difficult in bottomonium. By using
the standard expansion of the electromagnetic transition
operator up to pb/Mb order, where pb (Mb) stands for
three-momentum (mass) of the b quark, we have shown
that accurate results for the widths can be obtained from
different quark potential models reasonably fitting the
spectroscopy once the experimental masses of the bot-
tomonium states instead of the calculated ones are prop-
erly implemented in the calculation. The argument justi-
fying this substitution (and giving meaning to the quali-
ficative “reasonably fitting the spectroscopy” employed) is
that the experimental masses can be hopefully obtained
from the wavefunctions of the calculated states by apply-
ing first order perturbation theory. Therefore, the imple-
mentation of the experimental masses allows for a direct
test of the quark model wavefunctions.
In this article we analyze electromagnetic decays in
charmonium, focusing on the quantitatively most rele-
vant electromagnetic transitions, 3S1 ↔ 3PJ , for which
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there are data available. We first show that the pc/Mc
order approximation, where the subindex c stands for the
c quark, does not give rise to such an accurate description
of the decay widths as in bottomonium. This could be
somehow expected since the expectation value of |pc|/Mc,
representing the speed of the quark, can be about half the
speed of light for the low lying charmonium states, what
makes the use of the transition operator up to the pc/Mc
order debatable. We proceed then to build the complete
transition operator and to apply it to the calculation of
the decay widths. This allows us to to discriminate be-
tween different quark models according to their accuracy
in the description of radiative decays.
These contents are organized as follows. In Section II
we detail the Cornell potential models we use to calculate
the masses and wavefunctions of the low lying charmo-
nium states. We expect that the experimental masses can
be obtained from the calculated values via corrections to
the Hamiltonian evaluated at first order in perturbation
theory. In Section III the elementary emission model
for electromagnetic transitions is developed in some de-
tail. From it we recover the usual pc/Mc approxima-
tion in Section IV. The comparison of the calculated de-
cay widths with data points out the need to go beyond
this approximation. Then, in Section V the complete
transition operator, to all pc/Mc orders, is built. The
transition amplitude and the explicit form of its elec-
tric and magnetic contributions are detailed in Section V
and applied in Section VI to the calculation of radiative
decay widths which are compared to data. Finally, in
Section VII our main results and conclusions are sum-
marized.
II. SPECTROSCOPIC QUARK MODELS
For the description of charmonium we shall use a non-
relativistic quark potential model framework defined by
the Hamiltonian
H =
p2
Mc
+ V (r), (1)
with a Cornell potential energy
V (r) = σr − ζ
r
+ β (2)
2where p is the relative momentum operator, r = |r| is
the c − c distance operator (r is the relative position
operator), the parameters σ and ζ stand for the string
tension and the chromoelectric coulomb strength respec-
tively, and β is a constant to fix the origin of the poten-
tial. It is important to emphasize that
i) this potential form arises from spin independent
quenched lattice QCD calculations in the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation [4],
ii) in the spirit of the nonrelativistic quark model calcu-
lations σ, ζ, β and the quark massMc should be con-
sidered as effective parameters through which spin
dependent and/or spin independent corrections may
be implicitly incorporated.
Henceforth we shall make use of two different quark
models with the same Hamiltonian form (1), Model I
and Model II, that have been used for the analysis of
radiative decays in bottomonium [3]. As we are dealing
with a radial potential we shall denote the spectroscopic
states by n 2s+1LJ where s, L and J stand for the spin,
orbital angular momentum and total angular momentum
quantum numbers respectively.
Model I, providing a good description of spin triplet
state masses in bottomonium [5] is defined in charmo-
nium [6] by the set of parameter values
σI = 850MeV/fm,
ζI = 100MeV · fm,
(Mc)I = 1348.6MeV,
(3)
giving account of the mass differences between some of
the low lying (spin triplet) charmonium states whose elec-
tromagnetic transitions are measured, more precisely be-
tween 23S1 and 1
3P1, and between 1
3P1 and 1
3S1. Hence,
the model also describes accurately, through a convenient
choice of the additive constant (βc)I , the masses of the
13S1, 2
3S1 and 1
3P1 states. Furthermore, inasmuch as
the mass splittings between P states can be obtained via
first order perturbation theory the 13P0,2 states would be
described by the same wavefunction as the 13P1 one. In
Table I we list the ratios of the calculated mass differ-
ences to the experimental ones.
Model II, defined in reference [8] by the set of param-
eter values
σII = 925.5MeV/fm,
ζII = 102.6MeV · fm,
(Mc)II = 1840MeV,
(4)
is based on the assumption that mass corrections to the
charmonium states calculated from (1) may have to do
mainly with non considered spin dependent terms in the
potential, so that the quark model should fit the centers
of gravity of spin triplet and spin singlet states.
Let us realize that the chosen value for the string ten-
sion,
√
σII = 427.4 MeV, agrees with the one derived
i− f
(Mi−Mf )
Theor
I
(Mi−Mf )
Expt
23S1 − 1
3P1 1.00
13P1 − 1
3S1 0.99
23S1 − 1
3S1 0.99
23S1 − 1
3P2 1.09
23S1 − 1
3P0 0.65
13P0 − 1
3S1 1.29
13P2 − 1
3S1 0.89
Table I. Ratios of the calculated mass differences (Mi −
Mf )
Theor
I between 1
3S1, 2
3S1, 1
3P1 charmonium states from
Model I as compared to the experimental ones (Mi−Mf )
Expt
taken from [7].
i− f
(Mi−Mf )
Theor
II
(Mi−Mf )
Expt
2S − 1S 0.98
2S − 1P 1.09
1P − 1S 0.94
Table II. Ratios of the calculated center of gravity mass dif-
ferences (M i − Mf )
Theor
II between 1S, 2S, 1P charmonium
states from Model II as compared to the experimental ones
(M i −Mf )
Expt taken from [7].
from the analysis of Regge trajectories in light mesons [4],
and that the Coulomb strength ζII = 102.6MeVfm corre-
sponds to a strong quark-gluon coupling αs =
3ζ
4~ ≃ 0.39
quite in agreement with the value derived in QCD from
the fine structure splitting of 1P states in charmonium
[9]. As for Mc the chosen value gives mass differences
between any two of the centers of gravity of the 1S, 2S
and 1P states in accord with data within a 10% of accu-
racy. In Table II we list the ratios of the calculated cen-
ter of gravity mass differences to the experimental ones.
One could think of refining the values of the parameters
to make all these ratios closer to 1. This can only be
done at the price of loosing the close connection of σII
and/or ζII with their expected phenomenological values.
Instead, we prefer to maintain such connection and the
modest discrepancy reflected in Table II. Moreover, the
chosen values of σII and ζII have been used in bottomo-
nium for an accurate description of electromagnetic decay
widths [3] what adds interest to the possibility of getting
such an accurate description in charmonium as well.
It is worth to point out that the quark model wave-
functions are the same for any value of the additive con-
stant β. Indeed, we could change (βc)II to obtain from
Model II an approximate mass description of the 13S1,
23S1 and 1
3P1 states, or we could change (βc)I to obtain
from Model I the centers of gravity of the 1S, 2S and
1P states in accord with data within a 5% of accuracy.
In this sense, Model I and Model II are quite equiva-
lent with respect to the mass description of the low lying
charmonium states except for 23PJ , as shown in Table III.
Hence, any significant difference in their predictions for
other observables involving these states can put severe
3n 2s+1LJ (Mn 2s+1LJ )I (Mn 2s+1LJ )Expt (Mn 2s+1LJ )II
13S1 3099 3096.916 ± 0.011 3088
23S1 3685 3686.09 ± 0.04 3678
13P0 3509 3414.75 ± 0.31 3516
13P1 3509 3510.66 ± 0.07 3516
13P2 3509 3556.20 ± 0.09 3516
23P0 3911 3862
+26+40
−32−13 3959
23P1 3911 3959
23P2 3911 3927.2 ± 2.6 3959
Table III. Calculated masses, Mn 2s+1LJ for the low lying spin
triplet states. The subscripts I and II refer to Model I with
(βc)I = 53MeV and Model II with (βc)II = −850MeV respec-
tively. Experimental masses from [7]. We have not quoted any
mass for the experimental 23P1 state since the X(3872) can
not be considered a pure Cornell state.
constraints on the possible values of the parameters, in
particular on the charm mass whose value in Model I is
very different to that in Model II.
It should be also remarked that simplicity is not the
only argument to use a Cornell potential model for the
study of radiative decays. The absence of any momen-
tum dependence in the potential allows for a complete
factorization of the heavy quarkonium mass dependence
in the calculation of the electromagnetic decay widths up
to pc/Mc order. Furthermore, such a complete factoriza-
tion can be also pursued to higher orders as will be shown
later on. Then, if the experimental masses instead of the
calculated ones are implemented in the calculation the
comparison of the calculated decay widths to data be-
comes a powerful tool to test the model wavefunctions.
As a counterpart, the use of the Cornell potential in char-
monium restricts the study to the low lying states where
meson-meson threshold effects can be neglected.
III. ELECTROMAGNETIC DECAY MODEL
Let us consider the decay I → γF where I and F are
the initial and final charmonium states respectively. In
the rest frame of the decaying meson I the total width is
given by (we follow the PDG conventions, see [7, p. 567])
ΓI→γF =
k0
8πM2I
1
(2JI + 1)
∑
λ=±1
∑
mI ,mF
∣∣MλJF ,mF ,JI ,mI ∣∣2,
(5)
where k0 is the energy of the photon and MI , JI and mI
stand for the mass of I, its total angular momentum and
its third projection respectively. The polarization of the
photon is represented by λ (as usual we choose the three-
momentum of the photon in the Z direction) and the
transition amplitude by MλJF ,mF ,JI ,mI . This amplitude
can be obtained from the interaction Hamiltonian Hint
as
(2π)3δ(3)(P I − k − P F )MλJF ,mF ,JI ,mI =√
2MI
√
2EF
√
2k0 〈Fγ|Hint|I〉 , (6)
where PI = (EI ,P I) = (MI ,0), PF = (EF ,P F ) and
(k0,k) are the meson and photon four-momenta.
In the Elementary Emission Decay Model the radiative
transition I → γF takes place through the emission of
the photon by the quark or the antiquark in the initial
state. In QED the interaction Hamiltonian at the quark
level is given by
Hint =
∫
dx jµ(x)Aµ(x), (7)
where Aµ is the photon field and j
µ the electromagnetic
current given by
jµ(x) = q(x)Qγµq(x) (8)
where q(x) is the quark field and Q the quark charge
matrix. Notice that the time dependence has been obvi-
ated since in the calculation of the transition amplitude
it only gives rise to a Dirac delta accounting for energy
conservation.
In quantum field theory the quark field operator with
no time dependence is written as (see for example [10,
p. 58], but note that we use Dirac spinors instead of the
Weyl representation adopted there)
q(x) =
∫
dp
(2π)3
1√
2E(p)∑
ms
(
ums(p)bms1 (p)e
ip·x + vms(p)bms†2 (p)e
−ip·x
)
, (9)
where E(p) is the relativistic energy of a quark Q or
antiquark Q¯, E(p) =
√
M2Q + p
2, ums(p) and vms(p)
are the Dirac spinors
ums(p) =
√
MQ + E(p)
(
χms
p·σ
MQ+E(p)
χms
)
(10)
vms(p) =
√
MQ¯ + E(p)
( p·σ
MQ¯+E(p)
χms
χms
)
(11)
with χms being the Pauli spinor, and bms1 (p) (b
ms†
2 (p))
the annihilation (creation) operator of a quark (anti-
quark) with spin projection ms and three-momentum p.
Then, by defining
qα(x) =
∫
dpα
(2π)3
√
Mα + Eα(pα)
2Eα(pα)
∑
ms
eipα·xχmsα b
ms
α (pα),
(12)
where α = 1, 2 refers to quark and antiquark respectively,
the electromagnetic current jµ(x) reads
4j0(x) =
∑
α=1,2
eα
[
q†α(x)qα(x) +
(
∇qα(x)
†
Mα + Eα
·
∇qα(x)
Mα + Eα
+ iσα ·
∇qα(x)
†
Mα + Eα
×
∇qα(x)
Mα + Eα
)]
(13)
and
j(x) =
∑
α=1,2
eα
{
−i
[
q†α(x)
(
∇qα(x)
Mα + Eα
)
−
(
∇q†α(x)
Mα + Eα
)
qα(x)
]
+
[(
∇q†α(x)
Mα + Eα
)
× σα qα(x)− q†α(x)σα ×
(
∇qα(x)
Mα + Eα
)]}
, (14)
where e1 = ec =
2
3e (with e =
√
4παem being αem the fine structure constant), e2 = ec = −ec, and Eα =
√
M2α −∇2α.
It is important to highlight that in the derivation of the current operator we have kept only terms that conserve
separately the number of quarks and antiquarks, since we are only interested in radiative processes where there is no
quark-antiquark photoproduction or annihilation.
In order to calculate the matrix element 〈Fγ|Hint|I〉 from the spectroscopic quark model wavefunctions one needs
the “first quantized” form of the interaction. Following the procedure explained in [11] and detailed in Appendix A, we
obtain the first quantized form of the current (in Appendix B it is checked that this current is conserved, as required
by gauge invariance)
j01st(x) =
∑
α=1,2
eα
√
Mα + Eα
2Eα
[
δ(3)(x− rα)+
(
pα
Mα + Eα
· δ(3)(x− rα) pα
Mα + Eα
+ iσα ·
pα
Mα + Eα
× δ(3)(x− rα) pα
Mα + Eα
)]√
Mα + Eα
2Eα
, (15)
j1st(x) =
∑
α=1,2
eα
√
Mα + Eα
2Eα
[(
δ(3)(x− rα) pα
Mα + Eα
+
pα
Mα + Eα
δ(3)(x− rα)
)
+
−iσα×
(
δ(3)(x− rα) pα
Mα + Eα
− pα
Mα + Eα
δ(3)(x− rα)
)]√
Mα + Eα
2Eα
. (16)
Then the operator to be sandwiched between the meson states reads
〈k, λ|Hint1st |0〉 = −
1√
2k0
∑
α=1,2
eα
√
Mα + Êα
2Êα[
e−ik·r̂α
p̂α
Mα + Êα
+
p̂α
Mα + Êα
e−ik·r̂α − iσα ×
(
e−ik·r̂α
p̂α
Mα + Êα
− p̂α
Mα + Êα
e−ik·r̂α
)]
· (ǫλk)
∗
√
Mα + Êα
2Êα
, (17)
where we have put a hat above E and p and r to make
more clear that they are operators, in contrast to k which
is a vector number.
It is a common practice in the analysis of radiative
transitions in heavy quarkonium to proceed to a non-
relativistic reduction of this operator up to pc
Mc
order.
This has been justified for the use of the nonrelativis-
tic Schrödinger equation for the calculation of the states,
see for example [11]. However, as the effectiveness of the
quark model parameters and the implementation of the
experimental masses in the calculation of radiative de-
cays may incorporate in an effective manner relativistic
effects the restriction of the operator to the pc
Mc
order
may be questionable, at least for charmonium where the
speed of the quarks in the low lying states is not much
smaller than the speed of light in vacuum. Therefore we
proceed next to the evaluation of the transition ampli-
tude MλJF ,mF ,JI ,mI , first in the
pc
Mc
approximation and
then to all pc
Mc
orders. As we shall see, the consideration
5of the higher pc
Mc
orders becomes essential for an accurate
description of the decay widths.
IV. THE P/M APPROXIMATION
The
pc
Mc
approximation is defined from (17) in the limit
Êα = Mα. A thorough analysis of this approximation
has been carried out in [3]. Here we only give the final
expressions for the calculation of the amplitude:
MλJF ,mF ,JI ,mI =
√
2MI
√
2EF
∑
α=1,2
eα
2Mc
〈ΨF |Oα|ΨI〉 ,
(18)
where
|Ψ〉 ≡ |J,m, nL, s〉 (19)
stands for the cc spectroscopic n 2s+1LJ state and Oα for
an operator that we detail next.
Thus, for 3S1 → γ 3PJ transitions we have (here we
write only the electric part of the operator; the form for
the magnetic part can be found in the appendices of [3])
〈Oelα 〉 3S1→γ 3PJ ≡
〈
ΨF (3PJ )
∣∣Oelα ∣∣ΨI( 3S1)〉
=
〈
ΨF (3PJ )
∣∣ei(−1)α(k·r̂2 )(−1)α2p̂ · (ǫλk)∗∣∣ΨI( 3S1)〉 (20)
where r̂ = r̂1−r̂22 is the relative position operator and
p̂ = p̂1−p̂22 is the relative three-momentum operator.
By using the equality
p̂ = −iMc
2
[r̂, H ] (21)
where H is the Cornell spectroscopic Hamiltonian, and
introducing a Parseval identity in terms of a complete
set of intermediate eigenstates {|Ψint〉} of H , the mass
dependence in the matrix element can be explicitly ex-
tracted:
〈Oelα 〉 3S1→γ 3PJ =
= −iMc
∑
int
〈
ΨF (3PJ )
∣∣ei(−1)α(k·r̂2 )∣∣Ψint〉 (MI −Mint)〈
Ψint
∣∣(−1)αr̂ · (ǫλk)∗∣∣ΨI( 3S1)〉 . (22)
This permits the implementation of the experimental
mass differences (MI −Mint) instead of the calculated
ones so that the quark model wavefunctions can be di-
rectly tested.
As for 3PJ → γ 3S1 transitions, using
[
p̂, e−ik·r̂
]
=
−ke−ik·r̂ we get in a similar manner
〈Oelα 〉3PJ→γ 3S1 ≡
〈
ΨF ( 3S1)
∣∣Oelα ∣∣ΨI(3PJ )〉
=
〈
ΨF ( 3S1)
∣∣∣(−1)α2p̂ · (ǫλk)∗ei(−1)α(k·r̂2 )∣∣∣ΨI(3PJ )〉
= −iMc
∑
int
(Mint −MF )
〈
ΨF ( 3S1)
∣∣(−1)αr̂ · (ǫλk)∗∣∣Ψint〉〈
Ψint
∣∣ei(−1)α(k·r̂2 )∣∣ΨI(3PJ )〉 . (23)
3S1 → γ
3PJ |k|Expt(MeV) |k|Expt(2
〈
r2
〉 1
2 )3PJ
ψ(2S)→ γχc0(1p) 261 1.6
ψ(2S)→ γχc1(1p) 171 1.0
ψ(2S)→ γχc2(1p) 128 0.8
χc0(1p)→ γJ/ψ 303 1.2
χc1(1p)→ γJ/ψ 389 1.5
χc2(1p)→ γJ/ψ 430 1.6
Table IV. Experimental values of the photon energy |k|
Expt
and calculated values of |k|
Expt
(2
〈
r2
〉 1
2 )3PJ from Model II for
3S1 → γ
3PJ and
3PJ → γ
3S1 radiative transitions.
These expressions get further simplified in the so called
Long Wavelength (LWL) limit, corresponding to take
ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 ) = 1:
〈(Oelα )LWL〉 3S1→γ 3PJ =
− iMc(MI −MF )
〈
ΨF (3PJ )
∣∣(ǫλk)∗ · (−1)αr̂∣∣ΨI( 3S1)〉 ,
(24)
〈(Oelα )LWL〉3PJ→γ 3S1 =
− iMc(MI −MF )
〈
ΨF ( 3S1)
∣∣(ǫλk)∗ · (−1)αr̂∣∣ΨI(3PJ )〉 .
(25)
Actually this is the limit commonly used in the literature
[12] for the calculation of radiative decays despite the fact
that it can only be taken for granted when the condition
|k|(2〈r̂2〉 12 )F < 1 (26)
is satisfied [3]. Indeed, regarding the considered tran-
sitions in charmonium, the only LWL processes are
23S1 → γ31P1,2 as can be checked from Table IV where
the root mean square radii have been obtained from
Model II (the same conclusion comes out from Model I).
In Table V we list the calculated 3S1 ↔ 3PJ transition
widths as compared to data for charmonium. In all cases
the experimental masses for the initial, final and (when
known) intermediate charmonium states instead of the
calculated ones from the spectroscopic Hamiltonian have
been used. It turns out that the consideration of interme-
diate n3PJ states with n ≤ 2 is enough in the sense that
the inclusion of higher Cornell states hardly changes (2%
at most) the results. Regarding the intermediate 23PJ
states we have used the experimental masses for 23P0,
corresponding to χc0(3860) under the assumption that
this resonance is a pure Cornell state, and 23P2, corre-
sponding to χc2(3930) that may be reasonably taken as
a pure Cornell state since it lies quite below the first
S-wave 2++ meson-meson threshold [6]. As for 23P1 we
have used the calculated mass fromModel I, see Table III,
since it lies in between those of 23P0 and 2
3P2 as should
be expected when no threshold effects are taken into ac-
count (notice that the X(3872) can not be taken as a
pure Cornell state).
6Radiative Decay (Γ
(Theor−Expt)
LWL )I (Γ
(Theor−Expt)
p/M
)I Γ
PDG
Expt (Γ
(Theor−Expt)
p/M
)II (Γ
(Theor−Expt)
LWL )II
KeV KeV KeV KeV KeV
ψ(2S)→ γχc0(1p) 61 77 28.8 ± 1.4 57 47
ψ(2S)→ γχc1(1p) 53 52 28.7 ± 1.5 41 41
ψ(2S)→ γχc2(1p) 37 37 28.0 ± 1.3 29 29
χc0(1p)→ γJ/ψ 186 160 151± 14 118 128
χc1(1p)→ γJ/ψ 386 464 288± 22 315 266
χc2(1p)→ γJ/ψ 513 616 374± 27 419 353
Table V. Calculated widths up to order
pc
Mc
as compared to data for ψ(2S) → γχcJ (1P ) and χcJ (1P ) → γJ/ψ. Notation
as follows. Γ
(Theor−Expt)
LWL : width in the LWL approximation implemented with the experimental masses and photon energy.
Γ
(Theor−Expt)
p/M : width in the
pc
Mc
approximation implemented with the experimental masses and photon energy. The subscripts
I and II refer to Model I and II. ΓPDGExpt : measured widths [7].
A look at Table V confirms, through a comparison of
the calculated LWL results (second column for Model I
and sixth column for Model II) with the pc
Mc
ones (third
column for Model I and fifth column for Model II), the
validity of the LWL limit for 23S1 → γ31P1,2.
It makes also clear, through the comparison of the cal-
culated pc
Mc
decay widths with data, that the pc
Mc
approx-
imation does not give an accurate overall description of
these decays. More precisely, except for 13P0 → γ 13S1
from Model I and 23S1 → γ13P2 from Model II, all the
calculated pc
Mc
widths are out of the experimental inter-
vals, in some cases with big differences respect to data.
This is in contrast with the situation in bottomonium
[3] where most of the calculated widths were within or
pretty close to the measured intervals.
By realizing that this may have to do at least in part
with the poor convergence of the expansion of the com-
plete transition operator in powers of pc
Mc
(let us recall
that the expectation value of |pc|
Mc
in the low lying char-
monium states can be as big as 0.5) we develop in what
follows the formalism for the application of the complete
operator (17) to the calculation of the decay widths.
V. BEYOND THE P/M APPROXIMATION
As it was mentioned before, the extraction of the mass
dependence in the matrix elements involved in the calcu-
lation of the radiative decay widths, allowing for the sub-
stitution of the calculated masses by the measured ones,
is a crucial step to test the spectroscopic quark model
wavefunctions. Moreover, it is a condition sine qua non
to get an accurate description of radiative decay widths
in bottomonium [3].
When the complete transition operator (17) is consid-
ered, the presence of the momentum dependent operator
Êα (instead of the constantMα in the
pc
Mc
approximation)
complicates this mass extraction. To facilitate it, we first
rearrange expression (17) to group all the energy depen-
dent operators to the right so that they act on the initial
state. This is convenient on the one hand because we
can extract the mass dependence in the terms multiply-
ing the energy dependent operators in exactly the same
manner as done in the pc
Mc
approximation (see below),
and on the other hand because the action of Êα simpli-
fies when acting on a state of zero total three-momentum.
In fact, as the initial state is in its rest frame the action
of p̂α =
P̂
2 − (−1)αp̂ becomes equivalent to that of p̂:
Êα |P = 0,J,m, nL, s〉 =√
M2c + p̂
2 |P = 0, J,m, nL, s〉 . (27)
To relocate the energy dependent operators we use that
e−ik·r̂α represents a three-momentum translation, so that
e−ik·r̂α |pα〉 = |pα − k〉 . (28)
If we expand for convenience the meson states in terms of
the quark and antiquark momentum eigenstates, |p1,p2〉
where we obviate the spin quantum number since it does
not play any role in this argument, then (28) gives ac-
count of the transition from a quark (antiquark) state
with three-momentum pα to a quark (antiquark) state
with three-momentum (pα − k) through the emission of
a photon with three-momentum k. Then energy conser-
vation tells us that
Êα(e
−ik·r̂α |pα〉) = Êα |pα − k〉 = (Eα − k0) |pα − k〉 ,
(29)
where Eα and k0 are numbers, not operators, so that we
can write
Êα(e
−ik·r̂α |pα〉) = (Eα − k0)(e−ik·r̂α |pα〉)
= e−ik·r̂α(Eα − k0) |pα〉
= e−ik·r̂α(Êα − k0) |pα〉 .
(30)
Since this equality holds for the complete set of momen-
tum eigenstates {|pα〉} we can rewrite it as an identity
between operators:
Êαe
−ik·r̂α = e−ik·r̂α(Êα − k0). (31)
Then, using (31) and the well known commutator[
p̂α, e
−ik·r̂α
]
= −ke−ik·r̂α (32)
we rearrange (17) as
7〈k, λ|Hint1st |0〉 = −
1√
2k0
∑
α=1,2
eα
2Mα
{e−ik·r̂α2p̂α P+(Êα)− e−ik·r̂αk K(Êα)+
− iσα × [e−ik·r̂α2p̂α P−(Êα) + e−ik·r̂αk K(Êα)]} · (ǫλk)∗ (33)
where P±(Êα) and K(Êα) stand for the energy dependent scalar operators
P±(Êα) ≡
(
Mα
Mα + Êα
± Mα
Mα + Êα − k0
)√
(Mα + Êα)(Mα + Êα − k0)
4Êα(Êα − k0)
, (34)
K(Êα) ≡
(
2Mα
Mα + Êα − k0
)√
(Mα + Êα)(Mα + Êα − k0)
4Êα(Êα − k0)
. (35)
Equivalently, using (32) we can also write
〈k, λ|Hint1st |0〉 = −
1√
2k0
∑
α=1,2
eα
2Mα
{2p̂αe−ik·r̂αP+(Êα) + e−ik·r̂αk K′(Êα)+
− iσα × [2p̂αe−ik·r̂αP−(Êα) + e−ik·r̂αk K′(Êα)]} · (ǫλk)∗, (36)
with
K′(Êα) ≡
(
2Mα
Mα + Êα
)√
(Mα + Êα)(Mα + Êα − k0)
4Êα(Êα − k0)
.
(37)
For 3S1 ↔ 3PJ transitions, the use of (33) makes eas-
ier the calculation when the initial state is an S-wave
(LI = 0), whereas (36) is more convenient when the ini-
tial state is a P -wave (LI = 1), as it was the case in the
p
M
approximation [3].
From (33) or (36) the transition amplitude
MλJF ,mF ,JI ,mI can be straightforwardly derived fol-
lowing the step by step procedure explained in [3]. Thus,
using
|I〉 = |P I , JI ,mI , nILI , sI〉 , (38)
|F 〉 = |P F , JF ,mF , nFLF , sF 〉 , (39)
introducing center of mass
R̂ =
r̂1 + r̂2
2
P̂ = p̂1 + p̂2 (40)
and relative
r̂ = r̂1 − r̂2 p̂ = p̂1 − p̂2
2
(41)
operators, integrating over the center of mass spatial de-
grees of freedom, taking into account that (ǫλk)
∗
· k = 0
and that in the rest frame of the decaying meson one has
P I = 0, P F = −k, the transition amplitude becomes
MλJF ,mF ,JI ,mI =
√
2MI
√
2EF
∑
α=1,2
eα
2Mα
〈ΨF |O˜α|ΨI〉
(42)
where the matrix element 〈ΨF |O˜α|ΨI〉 ≡ 〈O˜α〉FI can be
conveniently expressed as a sum of electric and magnetic
contributions
〈O˜α〉FI = 〈O˜α〉elFI + 〈O˜α〉(mag)σ×kFI + 〈O˜α〉
(mag)σ×p̂
FI
= 〈O˜′α〉elFI + 〈O˜′α〉(mag)σ×kFI + 〈O˜′α〉
(mag)σ×p̂
FI ,
(43)
the first decomposition is technically convenient when the
initial state is an S-wave, the second one when the initial
state is a P -wave.
More explicitly, in the first decomposition the electric
part is given by
〈O˜α〉elFI =
〈ΨF |ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 )(−1)α2p̂ · (ǫλk)∗P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 , (44)
the first magnetic term by
〈O˜α〉(mag)σ×kFI =
〈ΨF |ei(−1)
α(k·x̂2 )iσα × k · (ǫλk)∗K(Êα)|ΨI〉 . (45)
and the second magnetic term by
〈O˜α〉(mag)σ×p̂FI =
− 〈ΨF |ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 )iσα × (−1)α2p̂ · (ǫλk)∗P−(Êα)|ΨI〉
(46)
As can be easily checked these expressions reduce to the
corresponding ones obtained in the pc
Mc
approximation by
taking Êα = Mα and k0 ≪Mα.
8The second decomposition reads
〈O˜′α〉elFI =
〈ΨF |(−1)α2p̂ · (ǫλk)∗ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 )P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 , (47)
〈O˜′α〉(mag)σ×kFI =
〈ΨF |iσα × k · (ǫλk)∗ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 )P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 . (48)
〈O˜′α〉(mag)σ×p̂FI =
− 〈ΨF |iσα × (−1)α2p̂ · (ǫλk)∗ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 )P−(Êα)|ΨI〉 ,
(49)
In order to extract the mass dependence from the p̂ op-
erator we use (21) and introduce two Parseval identities
in terms of eigenstates of the Cornell Hamiltonian
I =
∑
A
|ΨA〉〈ΨA| (50)
where A is a shorthand notation for all the quantum
numbers labeling the eigenstates (JA,mA, nA, LA, sA), so
that the above expressions become
〈O˜α〉elFI =
− iMc
∑
A,B
〈ΨF |ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 )|ΨA〉 (MB −MA)
〈ΨA|(−1)αr̂ · (ǫλk)∗|ΨB〉 〈ΨB|P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 , (51)
〈O˜α〉(mag)σ×kFI =∑
B
〈ΨF |ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 )iσα × k · (ǫλk)∗|ΨB〉
〈ΨB|K(Êα)|ΨI〉 , (52)
〈O˜α〉(mag)σ×p̂FI =
iMc
∑
A,B
〈ΨF |ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 )|ΨA〉 (MB −MA)
〈ΨA|(−1)αiσα × r̂ · (ǫλk)∗|ΨB〉 〈ΨB|P−(Êα)|ΨI〉 , (53)
and
〈O˜′α〉elFI =
− iMc
∑
A,B
〈ΨF |(−1)αr̂ · (ǫλk)∗|ΨA〉 (MA −MF )
〈ΨA|ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 )|ΨB〉 〈ΨB|P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 , (54)
〈O˜′α〉(mag)σ×kFI =∑
B
〈ΨF |ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 )iσα × k · (ǫλk)∗|ΨB〉
〈ΨB|P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 . (55)
〈O˜′α〉(mag)σ×p̂FI =
iMc
∑
A,B
〈ΨF |(−1)αiσα × r̂ · (ǫλk)∗|ΨA〉 (MA −MF )
〈ΨA|ei(−1)
α(k·r̂2 )|ΨB〉 〈ΨB|P−(Êα)|ΨI〉 , (56)
To proceed further we should extract the state mass
dependence, if present, from the matrix elements involv-
ing the energy dependent operators. Although in prin-
ciple one could extract it through the expansion of the
energy operators in powers of p̂
2
M2c
and the introduction of
as many additional complete sets of intermediate states
as needed, this is not practicable. Instead we can infer
the possible mass dependence by realizing that
i) k0 is quite smaller than Mc,
k0
Mc
≤ 0.3 for Model I
and k0
Mc
≤ 0.23 for Model II, as can be verified from
Table IV. Then, up to ( k0
Mc
)0 order the energy de-
pendent operators reduce to (let us recall that as Êα
is acting on the initial state it can be substituted by
Ê =
√
M2c + p̂
2)
P+(Ê) ≃ Mc
Ê
≃ K(Ê) (57)
P−(Ê) ≃ 0 (58)
where
Mc
Ê
=
1√
1 + p̂
2
M2c
= 1− p̂
2
2M2c
+
3
2
(
p̂
2
2M2c
)2
+ . . . (59)
and
p̂
2
2M2c
=
H − V (r)
2Mc
. (60)
ii) as the energy dependent operators are scalars, the
only contributions to the matrix elements, for exam-
ple 〈ΨB|P+(Êα)|ΨI〉, come from |ΨB〉 being equal
to |ΨI〉 or to a radial excitation of |ΨI〉. The dom-
inant contribution is 〈ΨI |P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 involving the
matrix element 〈ΨI |H − V (r)|ΨI〉 = (MI − 2Mc)−
〈ΨI |V (r)|ΨI〉.
iii) according to our assumption that the difference
between the calculated mass and the experimen-
tal one is due to potential corrections evalu-
ated at first order in perturbation theory it
is obvious that (MI)calculated − 〈ΨI |V (r)|ΨI〉 =
(MI)Expt− 〈ΨI |Vcorrected(r)|ΨI〉 for any of our quark
models. Hence, we can appropriately calculate
〈ΨI |H − V (r)|ΨI〉 with Model I or II without the
need of extracting the mass dependence to imple-
ment the measured values.
9Therefore, as the consideration of higher k0
Mc
orders
do not introduce any additional dependence on the mass
of the states, we can calculate the matrix elements of
the energy dependent operators from Model I or II. One
should keep in mind though that the presence of the en-
ergy dependent operators, depending on p̂
2
2M2c
= H−V (r)2Mc ,
introduces an additional quark mass dependence in the
amplitude with respect to the pc
Mc
approximation. This
makes the calculated widths to be more model depen-
dent so that their comparison to data is not only testing
the quark model wavefunctions but also the quark mass
parameter. This means that this parameter looses part
of its effectiveness becoming a more phenomenological
one. In fact, we show next that the analysis of radiative
transitions may severely constraint its range of values in
correlation with the phenomenological string tension.
For the sake of completeness we write also the former
matrix elements in the LWL limit:
(〈O˜α〉elFI)LWL = (〈O˜′α〉elFI)LWL =
− iMc
∑
B
〈ΨF |(MB −MF )(−1)αr̂ · (ǫλk)∗|ΨB〉
〈ΨB|P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 ; (61)
(〈O˜α〉(mag)σ×kFI )LWL = (〈O˜′α〉
(mag)σ×k
FI )LWL =∑
B
〈ΨF |(iσα × k) · (ǫλk)∗|ΨB〉
〈ΨB|K(Êα)|ΨI〉 . (62)
(〈O˜α〉(mag)σ×p̂FI )LWL = (〈O˜′α〉
(mag)σ×p̂
FI )LWL =
iMc
∑
B
〈ΨF |iσα × (MB −MF )(−1)αr̂ · (ǫλk)∗|ΨB〉
〈ΨB|P−(Êα)|ΨI〉 ; (63)
A. Transitions 3S1 → γ
3PJ
In order to evaluate the 3S1 → γ 3PJ amplitude we use
r̂ · (ǫλk)
∗ =
√
4π
3 r(Y
λ
1 (rˆ))
∗, the well known expansion
ei(
k·r
2 ) =
∞∑
l=0
il
√
4π
√
2l + 1jl
(
kr
2
)
Y 0l (rˆ) (64)
where k is in the Z direction, and the fact that the energy
dependent operators are scalars, so that for example
〈ΨB|P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 ∝ δJB ,JIδmB ,mIδLB ,LIδsB ,sI . (65)
Thus, from (42) and (51) the electric part of the ampli-
tude reads
(Mλ (electric)JF ,mF ,JI ,mI )
3S1→γ
3PJ = i
√
2MI
√
2EF δSI ,SF ec
∞∑
l=0
∑
JA,LA
(−1)l+LF+LI (4l+ 1)(2LA + 1)C0, mF , mF2l, JA, JF C
λ, mF , mI
1, JA, JI
(
LA 2l LF
0 0 0
)(
LA 1 LI
0 0 0
)[
JF 2l JA
LA SF LF
] [
JI 1 JA
LA SI LI
]
∑
nA,nB
(MB−MA)
 ∞∫
0
dr r2(RnFLF )
∗j2l
(
kr
2
)
RnALA
 ∞∫
0
dr r2(RnALA)
∗rRnBLI
 〈JI ,mI , nBLI , sI |P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 ,
(66)
where MB is the mass of the state |JI ,mI , nBLI , sI〉, MA is the mass of |JA,mF , nALA, sF 〉, C is the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient
Cm1,m2,m3j1, j2, j3 ≡ (−1)j2−j1−m3
√
2j3 + 1
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 −m3
)
(67)
with ( ) standing for the 3j symbol, and[
j1 j2 j12
j3 j j23
]
≡ (−1)j1+j2+j3+j
√
(2j12 + 1)(2j23 + 1)
{
j1 j2 j12
j3 j j23
}
(68)
with { } standing for the 6j symbol.
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As for the first magnetic term, we get from (42) and (52)
(Mλ (magnetic)σ×kJF ,mF ,JI ,mI )
3S1→γ
3PJ = i
√
2EI
√
2EF ecλ
k
m
∞∑
l=1
l∑
J˜=max(1,|l−2|)
il
(
(−1)l + (−1)SF−SI)(−1)LF+l−1 2l− 1
2
√
3(2LF + 1)C
0, λ, λ
l−1,1,J˜
Cλ, mF , mI
J˜ , JF , JI
(
LF l − 1 LI
0 0 0
)
[
SI 1 SF
1
2
1
2
1
2
]LF l − 1 LISF 1 SI
JF J˜ JI
∑
nB
 ∞∫
0
dr r2(RnFLF )
∗jl−1
(
kr
2
)
RnBLI
 〈JI ,mI , nBLI , sI |K(Êα)|ΨI〉 . (69)
Finally, for the second magnetic term we obtain from (42) and (53)
(Mλ (magnetic)σ×p̂JF ,mF ,JI ,mI )
3S1→γ
3PJ = i
√
2EI
√
2EF ec
√
3
2
∞∑
l=0
∑
JA,LA
il(−1)LF+LI((−1)l + (−1)SF−SI)(2l+ 1)(2LA + 1)
C0, mF , mFl, JA, JF C
λ, mF , mI
1, JA, JI
(
LA l LF
0 0 0
)(
LA 1 LI
0 0 0
)[
JF l JA
LA SF LF
] [
SI 1 SF
1
2
1
2
1
2
]LA 1 LISF 1 SI
JA 1 JI

∑
nA,nB
(MB −MA)
 ∞∫
0
dr r2(RnFLF )
∗jl
(
kr
2
)
RnALA
 ∞∫
0
dr r2(RnALA)
∗rRnBLI
 〈JI ,mI , nBLI , sI |P−(Êα)|ΨI〉 .
(70)
For simplicity the matrix elements of the energy dependent operators have been evaluated in momentum space.
B. Transitions 3PJ → γ
3S1
We proceed in the same manner for 3PJ → γ 3S1 transitions. Thus, from (42) and (54) the electric part of the
amplitude reads
(Mλ (electric)JF ,mF ,JI ,mI )
3PJ→γ
3S1 = i
√
2MI
√
2EF δSI ,SF ec
∞∑
l=0
∑
JA,LA
(−1)l(4l + 1)
√
(2LI + 1)(2LF + 1)C
0, mI , mI
2l, JI , JA
Cλ, mF , mI1, JF , JA
(
LI 2l LA
0 0 0
)(
LF 1 LA
0 0 0
)[
JA 2l JI
LI SI LA
] [
JA 1 JF
LF SF LA
]
∑
nA,nB
(MA−MF )
 ∞∫
0
dr r2(RnFLF )
∗rRnALA
 ∞∫
0
dr r2(RnALA)
∗j2l
(
kr
2
)
RnBLI
 〈JI ,mI , nBLI , sI |P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 .
(71)
whereMB is the mass of the state |JI ,mI , nBLI , sI〉 andMA is the mass of the intermediate state |JA,mI , nALA, sI〉.
As for the first magnetic term, we get from (42) and (55)
(Mλ (magnetic)σ×kJF ,mF ,JI ,mI )
3PJ→γ
3S1 = i
√
2EI
√
2EF ecλ
k
m
∞∑
l=1
l∑
J˜=max(1,|l−2|)
il
(
(−1)l + (−1)SF−SI)(−1)LF+l−1 2l− 1
2
√
3(2LF + 1)C
0, λ, λ
l−1,1,J˜
Cλ, mF , mI
J˜ , JF , JI
(
LF l − 1 LI
0 0 0
)
[
SI 1 SF
1
2
1
2
1
2
]LF l − 1 LISF 1 SI
JF J˜ JI
∑
nB
 ∞∫
0
dr r2(RnFLF )
∗jl−1
(
kr
2
)
RnBLI
 〈JI ,mI , nBLI , sI |P+(Êα)|ΨI〉 . (72)
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Finally, for the second magnetic term we obtain from (42) and (56)
(Mλ (magnetic)σ×p̂JF ,mF ,JI ,mI )
3PJ→γ
3S1 = i
√
2EI
√
2EF ec
√
3
2
∞∑
l=0
∑
JA,LA
il
(
(−1)l + (−1)SF−SI )(2l+ 1)√(2LI + 1)(2LF + 1)
C0, mI , mIl, JI , JA C
λ, mF , mI
1, JF , JA
(
LI l LA
0 0 0
)(
LF 1 LA
0 0 0
)[
JA l JI
LI SI LA
] [
SI 1 SF
1
2
1
2
1
2
]LF 1 LASF 1 SI
JF 1 JA

∑
nA,nB
(MA −MF )
 ∞∫
0
dr r2(RnFLF )
∗rRnALA
 ∞∫
0
dr r2(RnALA)
∗jl
(
kr
2
)
RnBLI
 〈JI ,mI , nBLI , sI |P−(Êα)|ΨI〉 .
(73)
For simplicity the matrix elements of the energy depen-
dent operators have been evaluated in momentum space.
VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
From the electric and magnetic amplitudes detailed in
the preceding section, the total amplitude
MλJF ,mF ,JI ,mI =
Mλ (electric)JF ,mF ,JI ,mI +M
λ (magnetic)
σ×k
JF ,mF ,JI ,mI
+Mλ (magnetic)σ×p̂JF ,mF ,JI ,mI
(74)
and the width for the I → γF decay, given by (5), can
be straightforwardly evaluated.
Notice that the intermediate B states are (nB)
3S1 for
3S1 → γ 3PJ and (nB)3PJ for 3PJ → γ 3S1 transitions.
The intermediate A states are (nA)
3PJA in both cases.
We have checked numerically that for the calculated
3S1 → γ 3PJ and 3PJ → γ 3S1 widths it is enough to take
nB ≤ 2 and nA ≤ 2 to assure convergence at the level of
1%. As we did in the case of the pc
Mc
approximation we
have used the experimental masses for 23P0 (correspond-
ing to χc0(3860)) and 2
3P2 (corresponding to χc2(3930))
and the Cornell calculated mass from Model I for 23P1.
The results obtained are shown in Table VI.
A first general feature of these results is that the val-
ues of the widths from Model I are systematically bigger
than from Model II. As this was also the case in the pc
Mc
approximation, see Table V, it can be mostly attributed
to the different wavefunctions from both models (let us
recall that in the pc
Mc
approximation the quark mass de-
pendence of the calculated width is reduced with respect
to the complete calculation).
A second general feature of the results in Table VI is
that the calculated widths from Model II are much closer
to data than the ones from Model I (the only excep-
tion being 23S1 → γ 13P2, where they are almost equal).
More precisely, half (three) of the calculated widths from
Model II are within the experimental intervals; another
one, the 13P0 → γ 13S1 calculated width is very close to
the experimental value differing from it a 6%, whereas
the remaining two calculated widths, 23S1 → γ 13P0,2,
differ from data about a 40%. In contrast, all the cal-
culated widths from Model I are out of the experimental
intervals, in half of the cases with big differences (bigger
than 40%) with respect to data.
Centering on Model II, the calculated widths show
better agreement with data for 23S1 → γ 13P1 than for
23S1 → γ 13P0,2, and the same tendency, although at-
tenuated, is observed for 13P1 → γ 13S1 as compared to
13P0,2 → γ 13S1. This points out to a good wavefunction
for 13P1 and to some deficiency in the 1
3P0,2 wavefunc-
tions, what can be correlated to the mass description of
the charmonium states, see Table III: quite good for 13S1,
23S1 and 1
3P1 and deficient for 1
3P0,2. Then, it is quite
possible that nonperturbative or second order perturba-
tive corrections to the 13P0,2 wavefunctions play some
role. If we assume that this is the case, so that that
the wavefunction corrections are responsible for the ob-
served discrepancies with data, then we may tentatively
conclude that an accurate description of radiative decays
in charmonium is feasible.
We may also conclude that the analysis of radiative
decay processes serves as a stringent test of the spectro-
scopic quark model. In this regard, let us recall that
the difference between Model I and II comes essentially
from the different values of the parameters, σ and Mc.
Actually, σ and Mc are correlated in the sense that an
increase in σ has to be compensated with an increase in
Mc to maintain the spectral mass fit, see Table III. The
fact that Model II works much better for the description
of the studied radiative decays indicates that the value
of the effective parameter σ has to be quite close to its
phenomenological value from the analysis of Regge tra-
jectories in light mesons and, as a consequence, that the
quark mass effective parameter, at least for the descrip-
tion of the low lying charmonium states, is constrained
to be around 1.84 GeV.
Certainly, the prediction of the decay widths for radia-
tive transitions not yet measured could provide, if con-
firmed by future experiments, strong support to our con-
clusions. In practice, this comparison program presents
some difficulties. On the one hand we may expect that
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Radiative Decay (Γ
(Theor−Expt)
complete )I Γ
PDG
Expt (Γ
(Theor−Expt)
complete )II
KeV KeV KeV
ψ(2S)→ γχc0(1p) 54 28.8 ± 1.4 43
ψ(2S)→ γχc1(1p) 35 28.7 ± 1.5 30
ψ(2S)→ γχc2(1p) 20 28.0 ± 1.3 18
χc0(1p)→ γJ/ψ 187 151 ± 14 130
χc1(1p)→ γJ/ψ 415 288 ± 22 284
χc2(1p)→ γJ/ψ 566 374 ± 27 385
Table VI. Calculated widths as compared to data.for ψ(2S)→ γχcJ (1P ) and χcJ (1P )→ γJ/ψ transitions. Notation as follows.
Γ
(Theor−Expt)
complete : calculated width implemented with the experimental masses and photon energy. The subscripts I and II refer
to Model I and Model II. ΓPDGExpt : measured widths [7].
Radiative Decay (Γ
(Theor−Expt)
complete )II
KeV
χc2(3930)→ γJ/ψ 54
χc2(3930)→ ψ(2S) 128
χc0(3860)→ γJ/ψ 36
χc0(3860)→ ψ(2S) 45
33S1 → χc1(1p) 1.6
Table VII. Predicted widths from Model II. Same notation
as in Table VI. Γ
(Theor−Expt)
complete : calculated width implemented
with the experimental masses and photon energy. For the
calculation of the 33S1 → χc1(1p) width we have used in Eqs.
(66), (69) and (70) intermediate states with nA ≤ 2 and nB ≤
3.
the 33S1 → γ 13P0,2 widths suffer at least from the same
uncertainty as the 23S1 → γ 13P0,2. On the other hand
the experimental resonance ψ(4040) contains presumably
a significant mixing of 33S1 and 2
3D1 states and the cal-
culation of 23D1 → γ 13P0,1,2 beyond the pcMc approxima-
tion is quite uncertain due to the current dearth of 3DJ
state mass data to be implemented. The same arguments
apply to 33S1 → γ 23P0,2. On the other hand the observed
decays X(3872)→ γ (1, 2)3S1 can not be described from
Model II since theX(3872) description requires the incor-
poration of meson-meson threshold effects. Furthermore,
the same kind of effects may be present in χc0(3860) that
we have assumed to be the pure 23P0 Cornell state in
spite of being above its first I(JPC) = 0(0++) meson-
meson threshold, and in many other high lying charmo-
nium sates.
This reduces the efficiency of our comparison pro-
gram to the prediction of the 23P2 → (1, 2) 3S1, the
23P0 → (1, 2) 3S1 and the 33S1 → 13P1 decay widths from
Model II.
The results are shown in Table VII. As said above, the
experimental confirmation of these results, at least for
χc2(3930)→ γ (J/ψ, ψ(2S)), would be a good test of our
decay model. We encourage an experimental effort along
this line.
VII. SUMMARY
In this article we have analyzed 3S1 ↔ 3PJ electromag-
netic transitions in charmonium. From two constituent
quark models reasonably fitting the masses of the low ly-
ing charmonium states and from an elementary emission
model for the description of the radiative processes we
have shown that
i) neither the standard pc
Mc
approximation to the elec-
tromagnetic transition operator nor its commonly
used long wave length limit should be taken for
granted for they can not give accurate account of
data. Although this inaccuracy has been only quan-
titatively proved for two Cornell potential models
it may be reasonably assumed to be valid in gen-
eral since the Cornell potential form contains the
more relevant terms for an appropriate description of
the low lying charmonium states. As a consequence,
the pc
Mc
approximation or its long wave length limit
should also not be used to discriminate between dif-
ferent spectroscopic quark models.
ii) the use of the complete electromagnetic operator
may allow for an accurate description of 3S1 ↔ 3PJ
radiative transitions between low lying charmonium
states from a Cornell potential model, when the
string tension parameter is close to the phenomeno-
logical value derived from the analysis of Regge tra-
jectories in light mesons. This restricts drastically
the possible values of the charm mass parameter to
keep an appropriate charmonium mass description.
Therefore, electromagnetic decay processes in char-
monium can be used as a powerful tool to constrain
the value of the charm mass parameter and to dis-
criminate among different quark models.
iii) the complete electromagnetic operator formalism de-
veloped for the calculation of the radiative widths
can be straightforwardly applied to bottomonium bb¯,
and trivially extended to treat radiative decays of
bottom, charmed mesons bc¯ and cb¯.
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Appendix A: First quantized transition operator
Let us consider for instance the quark part of the vector
component of the current (following the main text, we
denote quark components by subscript 1) given by
(j(x))1 = e1
{
−i
[
q†1(x)
(
∇q1(x)
M1 + E1
)
−
(
∇q†1(x)
M1 + E1
)
q1(x)
]
+[(
∇q†1(x)
M1 + E1
)
× σ1 q1(x)− q†1(x)σ1 ×
(
∇q1(x)
M1 + E1
)]}
, (A1)
and a quark Fock state given by
|η〉 = 1
(2π)
3
2
∫
dp1
∑
ms
φmsη (p1)b
ms†
1 (p1) |0〉 =
1
(2π)
3
2
∫
dp1
1
(2π)
3
2
∫
dr1 e
−ip1·r1
∑
ms
ψmsη (r1)b
ms†
1 (p1) |0〉 (A2)
where φ(p1) and ψ(r1) stand for the wavefunction in momentum and configuration space respectively.
We define the first quantized quark part of the vector component of the current (j1st(x))1 by requiring that
〈ǫ|(j(x))1|η〉 =
∫
dr1
∑
ms,m′s
(
ψ
m′s
ǫ (r1)
)∗
(j1st(x))
m′s,ms
1 (r1)ψ
ms
η (r1). (A3)
It is then easy to check that
(j1st(x))1 = e1
√
M1 + E1
2E1
[
δ(3)(x− r1) p1
M1 + E1
+
p1
M1 + E1
δ(3)(x− r1)+
−iσ1 ×
(
δ(3)(x− r1) p1
M1 + E1
− p1
M1 + E1
δ(3)(x− r1)
)]√
M1 + E1
2E1
. (A4)
By using the radiation gauge so that the time component of the electromagnetic field vanishes (A0(x) = 0) we get
Hint =
∫
dx jµ1st(x)Aµ(x) = −
∫
dx j1st(x) ·A(x)
= −
∑
α=1,2
eα
√
Mα + Eα
2Eα
[(
A(rα) ·
pα
Mα + Eα
+
pα
Mα + Eα
·A(rα)
)
+
−i
(
σα ×A(rα) ·
pα
Mα + Eα
− pα
Mα + Eα
· σα ×A(rα)
)]√
Mα + Eα
2Eα
. (A5)
To obtain the desired form of the transition operator we expand A(x), the electromagnetic field at t = 0, in terms of
creation and annihilation operators (see for example [10, p. 123]):
A(x) =
∫
dk
(2π)3
1√
2k0
∑
λ=±1
(
ǫλk a
λ
ke
ik·x + (ǫλk)
∗ aλ†k e
−ik·x
)
(A6)
where aλ†k is the operator that creates a photon with three-momentum k and polarization λ
|k, λ〉 = aλ†k |0〉 . (A7)
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Then, taking the matrix element of (A6) between the vacuum and the one photon state yields
〈k, λ|A(x)|0〉 = 1√
2k0
e−ik·x(ǫλk)
∗ (A8)
where ǫλk stands for the photon polarization vector, and the first quantized transition operator to be sandwiched
between the meson states reads
〈k, λ|Hint1st |0〉 = −
1√
2k0
∑
α=1,2
eα
√
Mα + Êα
2Êα[
e−ik·r̂α
p̂α
Mα + Êα
+
p̂α
Mα + Êα
e−ik·r̂α − iσα ×
(
e−ik·r̂α
p̂α
Mα + Êα
− p̂α
Mα + Êα
e−ik·r̂α
)]
· (ǫλk)
∗
√
Mα + Êα
2Êα
. (A9)
Appendix B: Gauge invariance
Let us show that the electromagnetic current satisfies the condition
kµj
µ
1st(x) = 0, (B1)
meaning that the current is conserved as required by gauge invariance. For this purpose, we have to verify that the
matrix element of kµj
µ
1st(x) between any initial and final meson state is zero. Equivalently, expanding the meson
states in terms of quark and antiquark momentum eigenstates, we can verify that〈
pf ,m
′
s
∣∣kµjµ1st(x)∣∣pi,ms〉 = 〈pf ,m′s∣∣k0j01st(x)− k · j1st(x)∣∣pi,ms〉
= k0
〈
pf ,m
′
s
∣∣j01st(x)∣∣pi,ms〉− k · 〈pf ,m′s∣∣j1st(x)∣∣pi,ms〉 = 0 (B2)
where pi is the three-momentum of the initial quark state going to a final state with a photon and a quark with
three-momentum pf .
Let us prove it for the quark contribution. The time component of the current is given by
(
j01st(x)
)
1
= e1
√
M1 + E1
2E1
[
δ(3)(x− r1)+(
p1
M1 + E1
· δ(3)(x− r1) p1
M1 + E1
+ iσ1 ·
p1
M1 + E1
× δ(3)(x− r1) p1
M1 + E1
)]
√
M1 + E1
2E1
(B3)
as can be easily checked following the procedure detailed in Appendix A, whilst the vector component is given by
(A4).
To calculate the matrix elements we take into account the action of the energy and momentum operators:
p1 |pi,ms〉 = pi |pi,ms〉 , (B4)〈
pf ,m
′
s
∣∣p1 = 〈pf ,m′s∣∣pf , (B5)
and
E1 |pi,ms〉 =
√
M21 + p
2
i |pi,ms〉 = Ei |pi,ms〉 , (B6)〈
pf ,m
′
s
∣∣E1 = 〈pf ,m′s∣∣√M21 + p2f = 〈pf ,m′s∣∣Ef . (B7)
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The matrix element of the time component reads
〈
pf ,m
′
s
∣∣(j01st(x))1∣∣pi,ms〉 = e1
[
δm
′
s,ms
(
1 +
pi
M1 + Ei
· pf
M1 + Ef
)
− iσm′s,ms1 ·
pi
M1 + Ei
×
pf
M1 + Ef
]
√
M1 + Ef
2Ef
√
M1 + Ei
2Ei
ei(pi−pf )·x (B8)
where we have used 〈
pf ,m
′
s
∣∣δ(x− r1)∣∣pi,ms〉 = ei(pi−pf )·xδm′s,ms . (B9)
Note that for momentum eigenstates we have adopted the nonrelativistic normalization
〈p′,m′s|p,ms〉 = (2π)3δ(3)(p− p′)δm
′
s,ms , (B10)
consistently with [7, p. 567]. In the same way, for the matrix element of the vector component we obtain
〈
pf ,m
′
s
∣∣(j1st(x))1∣∣pi,ms〉 = e1 [δm′s,ms( piM1 + Ei + pfM1 + Ef
)
− iσm
′
s,ms
1 ×
(
pi
M1 + Ei
− pf
M1 + Ef
)]
√
M1 + Ef
2Ef
√
M1 + Ei
2Ei
ei(pi−pf )·x. (B11)
Now, using
pi,f · pi,f = p
2
i,f = E
2
i,f −M21 (B12)
it is easy to show that
(pi − pf ) ·
(
pi
M1 + Ei
+
pf
M1 + Ef
)
= (Ei − Ef )
(
1 +
pi
M1 + Ei
·
pf
M1 + Ef
)
(B13)
and
(pi − pf ) · σm
′
s,ms
1 ×
(
pi
M1 + Ei
− pf
M1 + Ef
)
= (Ei − Ef )σm
′
s,ms
1 ·
pi
M1 + Ei
×
pf
M1 + Ef
, (B14)
so that
(pi − pf ) ·
〈
pf ,m
′
s
∣∣(j1st(x))1∣∣pi,ms〉 = (Ei − Ef ) 〈pf ,m′s∣∣(j01st(x))1∣∣pi,ms〉 . (B15)
Then, applying four-momentum conservation in the emission of the photon by the quark
k0 = Ei − Ef , (B16)
k = pi − pf , (B17)
(B15) becomes
k ·
〈
pf ,m
′
s
∣∣(j1st(x))1∣∣pi,ms〉 = k0 〈pf ,m′s∣∣(j01st(x))1∣∣pi,ms〉 , (B18)
showing that the quark contribution to the current is conserved.
It is clear that the substitutions e1 → e2 and M1 →
M2 do not affect this result, so that the the antiquark
contribution is conserved as well. Then, the conservation
of both the quark and antiquark components separately
implies the conservation of the total current defined by
(15) and (16).
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